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Transforming
Healthcare
Outcomes,
Everyday

SECTION
ONE

DEFINING
COLLABORATIVE
GOVERNANCE
1. What is collaborative governance?
2. What are the core elements and principles
of this?
3. Honouring Te Tiriti o Waitangi

Making sense of Governance
Traditional governance

Collaborative governance






An (in)formal agreement
whereby representatives of
different interest areas using a
codesign approach, are
collectively empowered to
make decisions or
recommendations to a final
decision-maker, who will not
substantially change
consensus recommendations.

Describes how an organisation,
community or network, makes decisions.
It determines:
Who has power
Who makes decisions
How representative voices are heard
How accountability works.

In a nutshell…
Leadership power in hands of
a few influential leaders

Leadership power localised and
shared among the community
network representatives and
those impacted by the changes
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Governance elements & principles
Core elements of collaborative governance








Working through a host/convener
Managing overlapping roles in the governance structure
A leadership group
A backbone support
A fiscal/legal agent
Executive or Coordinating Committee
Working Groups and/or Action Teams

Collaborative governance principles







Transparency and Accountability: Decisions take place in the public eye.
Equity and Inclusiveness: All interests who are needed and willing
contribute to solutions.
Effectiveness and Efficiency: Solutions are tested to make sure they make
practical sense.
Responsiveness: Public concerns are authentically addressed.
Forum Neutrality: Different perspectives are welcome; the process itself
has no bias.
Consensus-Based: Decisions are made through consensus rather than
majority rule.
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Honouring Te Tiriti o Waitangi
The Ministry of Health provides a clear
framework relating to Te Tiriti o
Waitangi with a clear vision of Pae ora,
strong principles including.

Te Tiriti o Waitangi Framework (health.govt.nz)
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SECTION
TWO

EXPLORING LEADERSHIP
STRUCTURE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How is a collaborative leadership model structured?
How do I go about engaging iwi and cultural groups?
How do I embed equity into leadership?
What are the core functions of each leadership group?
What are common collaborative governance progress
measures?

Collaborative Leadership Structure

Iwi/Māori

Culture and Iwi Partnership
• Partner with Iwi in your rohe (and the right
people within the organisation)
• Do the appropriate organisations have a seat
at the table? The right people at the table may
change as the project progresses.

• Is whakawhanaungatanga and cultural
competency a must have part at all
meetings?
• Trust takes time to build and historical
relationships may need time to heal from
previous projects

Embedding equity into leadership
• There is a requirement to look inwardly to embed equity
into leadership.
• Understand and dismantle the systemic privilege in your
culture. i.e. Symptoms like perfectionism, either/or
thinking, and defensiveness are a few of the clues to
systemic privilege.
• Create a culture of psychological safety and belonging;
get comfortable being uncomfortable, practice having
difficult and awkward conversations in real time, fostering
deep trust, and building emotional intelligence.
• Set clear expectations for behaviours among all members
of the locality network
• Align the mission of their locality network to the broader
equity issues being faced by the communities being
serviced
• abandon a "one-size-fits-all" mindset and tailor services to
community members' unique conditions and cultural
factors.

Leadership function overview
The Leadership Groups within a Locality collective impact initiative performs the
following functions. Leadership exists at all levels within the overall network.

Collaborative
Governance
Group

•
•
•
•

Provides strategic direction and decision making
Champions the work
Aligns own work to the common aspirations and what
matters to whanau
Some Collaborative Governance Group members serve on
work groups

Backbone

•
•

Provides dedicated staff – cross sector resources
Supports the work of partners by assisting with strategic
guidance, supporting aligned activity, establishing shared
measurement, building public will, advancing policy, and
mobilising resources

Work Groups
(Action Teams)

•

Comprised of cross-sector community partners targeting
particular element of common agenda
Typically led by co-chairs, supported by backbone
Designs and implements strategies, involving non-working
group members as needed

Community
partner

•
•

•
•

•

Individual organisations and members of the community
Partners should have access to a variety of opportunities to
learn about and engage in the initiative, and will be key to
implementing strategies
Ultimate ‘power’ resides within the community and those
with lived experience
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Collaborative Governance Progress Measures

• The group is making satisfactory progress
• The effort and conflict required to make progress
is reasonable
• Members are achieving some
personal/organisational objectives
• Everyone involved is learning much more about
the complex issue
• The overall process is self-refueling, leading to
greater ambition and capacity
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